
Ref Title Story Actor Type
UN1 Understand the benefits of joining upfront As an unregistered user, I want to be able to understand what benefits I'll 

get from joining the GlobalScot network upfront, so that I can make an 
informed decision about whether to register or not

UU

created
UN2 Get easy access to the network As an unregistered user, I want to be able to join the network easily, so 

that I can access support as quickly as possible
UU

created
UN3 Having a fuller picture of a GlobalScot As a network member, I want to be able to understand the full breadth of 

a GlobalScot's experience and interests, so that I can better identify 
contacts that can help my business

GS, NGS

created
UN4 Belong to a diverse, inclusive network As a network member, I want to be part of an inclusive network with 

different experiences and expertise, so that I feel my business needs and 
experiences will be listened to

GS, NGS

intrinsic
UN5 Interaction options with other network 

members
As a network member,
 I want to be able to have a range of ways to work and collaborate with 
other network members, so that I can choose how to interact and get 
involved

GS, NGS

stated
UN6 Be able to interact and collaborate with 

network members
As a network member, 
I want to be able to interact with other network members so that I can 
benefit from their knowledge and expertise, and/or share my experience 
and expertise

GS, NGS

stated
UN7 Being able to share and manage sensitive 

information securely
As a network member, I want to be able to securely share and manage 
information about my business, so that I can get the right support for my 
business

GS, NGS

stated
UN8 Access to information relevant to me As a network member, I want to be able to access relevant and up-to-

date information, so that I can make better informed business decisions
GS, NGS

stated
UN9 Access to specific advice and guidance As a network member, I want to be able to request advice or assistance 

from a GlobalScot or other network member, so that I can get specific, 
targeted advice for my business

GS, NGS

stated
UN10 Become a GlobalScot As a network member, I want to become a GlobalScot, so that I can 

elevate my business and professional profile internationally
NGS

created
UN11 Feeling valued and utilised As a GlobalScot, I want to feel that I am providing value to the network, 

so that my professional experience is utilised to the full
GS

intrinsic
UN12 Feeling connected As a GlobalScot, I want to feel connected to the network and to Scotland, 

so that I feel my contribution is recognised and valued
GS

intrinsic
UN13 Be able to provide advice and guidance As a GlobalScot, I want to be able to easily provide advice and guidance to 

other network members, so that I can make the best use of my time and 
expertise as part of the network

GS

stated
UN14 Having easier access to network members As a stakeholder, partner or staff member, I want to have easier access to 

network members, so that I can take advantage of their expertise for the 
benefit of my customer or colleague

S, P, SE

intrinsic
UN15 Verify all network members As a staff member, I want to verify that the people who join the network a               SE created
UN16 Assigning an Engagement Partner As an administrator, I need to be able to assign an Engagement Partner to 

a newly appointed GlobalScot, so that the Globalscot receives the correct 
level of introduction and service management

SE

created
UN17 Facilitating network activity As a staff member, I want to be able to easily facilitate network activity, 

so that I can provide support to members seeking advice, information or 
connections

SE

created
UN18 Monitoring network activity As a staff member, I need to be able to monitor network activity, so that I 

can prompt action and updates if needed
SE

stated
UN19 Maintain human contact As a network user, I want to know that I can interact with a human being 

if I want to, so that I feel part of a human-centred network and not just a 
'platform'

GS, NGS, S, P, SE

stated
UN20 Get off-line help As a user, I want to be able to contact someone by phone to help with a 

network registration or interaction, so that I am not restricted from 
participating by not having internet access

GS, NGS, UU

stated
UN21 UN21: Migrate from old site\ As Staff/Stakeholder/Partner

I need the relevant information migrated from the old platform onto the 
new one.

SE, S, P

created
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